**Improve implementation success**

Accurate data migration is one of the most critical elements of a software implementation. Unfortunately it’s also often one of the most overlooked parts of the process. Companies don’t perform data migration regularly so they often lack a defined methodology for the task. To complicate matters, few organizations have staff with experience in the skills required to complete a large migration successfully. Whether you’re migrating to the cloud or an on-premise solution, a successful data migration is essential for an on-time implementation, and better data management in the future.

**Avoid data migration risks**

Don’t overlook the hidden costs and risks of doing your own data migration. In the long run, the cost of using Infor® Data Migration services is typically less than having your own staff perform these activities. But what’s more important, Infor experts have deep experience with well-defined methods and tools that yield greater overall efficiency. Infor experts have decades of experience at performing data migrations. They’ve already mastered the tools and techniques that lead to more successful implementations and better long-term results for companies like yours. Why burden your team with an unfamiliar task they will probably never do again?

Expert software implementation is key to the ongoing success of your business.
Get it right the first time

The risks and costs of do-it-yourself data migration may not be clear until it’s too late. Too many in-house migrations lead to go live delays, or worse, production problems resulting from poor data migration. Why gamble the success of your critical software implementation? Infor Data Migration services can help improve the success of your implementation, prevent costly errors, and build a foundation for the future.

You’ll be positioned for:

- **More successful projects**—You want your software implementation project to run smoothly and stay on schedule. Infor Data Migration services can help ensure that your data migration will be done correctly and on time, to minimize disruption and avoid surprises. The cost of a flawed in-house migration, either through delays or problems, could easily exceed the price of using expert migration services.

- **Better long-term results**—When you have Infor data migration experts guide, structure, and execute your data migration, you can establish a new standard for data quality and data management at your company. The whole point of implementing new software is to improve the way you do business. Why compromise by taking chances on the quality of the data migration?
Improve performance and results

A successful software implementation is key to the ongoing success of your business. With Infor Data Migration experts to guide and execute your data migration, you’ll have a far greater likelihood of long-term success. In the short term, you’ll save time and money, and in the long run you’ll position your organization for more efficient performance and better results.

Benefits:
- Improve data quality.
- Establish data governance.
- Ensure optimal software performance.
- Reduce business disruption.
- Prevent unnecessary implementation delays.

Infor experts’ well-defined methods and tools yield greater efficiency.